INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON INFORMATION SYSTEMS
MILAN, ITALY - DECEMBER 15 - 18, 2013
RESHAPING SOCIETY THROUGH INFORMATION SYSTEMS DESIGN

PROGRAM INVITATION
The ICIS 2013 Program Committee invites submissions of completed research papers, research-in-progress papers, teaching cases and panel proposals. The conference theme, “Reshaping Society through Information Systems Design”, invites us to consider deeply about how the design of information systems affects myriad societies from small social groups through the collectives of national and global society.

Conference website: http://icis2013.aisnet.org

VENUE
Bocconi University - Milan, Italy

IMPORTANT DATES
Submissions open: Thursday, January 31, 2013
Submission deadline: Friday, May 3, 2013 (11:59 PM Milan time)
Notification to authors: Tuesday, July 30, 2013
Deadline for final papers: Thursday, September 5, 2013

CONFERENCE CO-CHAIRS
Dr. Ferdinando Pennarola
(University Bocconi)
Dr. Jörg Becker
(University of Münster)

PROGRAM CO-CHAIRS
Dr. Richard Baskerville
(Georgia State University)
Dr. Michael Chau
(University of Hong Kong)

SUBMISSION TYPES
We invite submissions in all areas of IS research and specifically encourage submissions related to the conference theme.

Completed Research papers are full-length papers of completed research projects. Accepted completed research papers will be presented at ICIS 2013 and published in the ICIS 2013 proceedings. See individual track descriptions at the conference website for topics of interest.

Research in Progress submissions are papers developed from promising but incomplete research projects that will benefit from the feedback of other ICIS participants. Accepted research in progress papers will be presented as posters at ICIS 2013 and published in the ICIS 2013 proceedings. See individual track descriptions at the conference website for topics of interest.

Panel proposals should be submitted to the Panels Track.
Teaching Cases should be submitted to Curriculum and Education in IS Track.

TRACKS
1. Conference Theme Track: Reshaping Society Through Information Systems Design
2. Breakthrough Ideas in IS
4. Curriculum and Education in IS
5. E-Business and Competitive Strategy
6. Economics and the Value of IS
7. Engaged Scholarship through IS Design and Action
8. Global and Cultural Issues in IS
9. Governance and Management of IS
10. Healthcare Information Systems
11. Human Behavior and IS
12. Human Computer Interaction
13. IT Artifact
14. Knowledge Management and Business Intelligence
15. Organization and IS
16. Project Management and IS Development
17. Research Methods and Philosophy
18. Security and Privacy of Information and IS
19. Service Management and IS
20. General IS Topics
21. Panels